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RISE AND FALL OF GREEN CITY 

RISE AND FALL OF GREEN CITY 

CHAPTER 2 - 1977 

No written records of Green City in its infancy as a mining town in 1920 nor its demise for 

exception of what was accessed on google in Chapter 1. Lorne 

and Irene Tamelin camped near there with Mike and Kate 

Varabioff and Fred and Donna Arishenkoff. Fred Arishenkoff 

states in his Mare’s Opening Remarks delivered at the Annual 

Meeting held at Green City July 30, 1989, that it was a 22nd 

anniversary. This would suggest that members of the group have 

been attending Green City since 1967.  In 1976 they invited Elmer 

and Marilyn Verigin to join 

them. Everyone enjoyed 

themselves immensely. This 

photo is along Slide Creek, the 

original chosen camping spot. 

In the photo, left to right stand 

Kate Varabioff, Irene Tamelin 

and Eva Varabioff. 

 The routine established was to 

have females gather the 

abundant huckleberries while 

the males fished for trout. A 

Saturday dinner would include 

frying the  trout by Lorne 

Tamelin, very artistically and 

professionally. Sunday 

mornings would include 

“special” pancakes cooked by 

Irene Tamelin. This would 

include bacon, toast and eggs 

by others. Very tasty!  
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 All prepared on a grill over 

a propane stove. 

Eight (8) friends met 

January 05, 1975 and after 

joking, the following 

discussions and adjacent 

minutes evolved as a 

planning session for a 

future group camp at Green 

City:  

And so, the satire on 

politics and governments 

began, not ever as a serious 

“action group” but for the 

social enjoyment of the 

group. The atmosphere of 

humor in these initial 

minutes in 1975, “set the stage” for what would unfold to various bulletins: “Green City 

Neepravda”, “Green City Hoot” and other notorious publications. The group expanded in size 

and talent with Radio Broadcasters, Authors, School Teachers, Tradesmen, Lawyers, Engineers, 

all “rushing” to become associated with this “movement”. 

There were “Researchers” that made pilgrimages to Green City to investigate locations where 

Green City could be reconstructed and brought back to its glory enjoyed from 1920 to 1941. 

Unfortunately, their record-keeping and documentation lacked discipline, or they were just 

simply not filed due to lack of compensation from the “Authorities Having Jurisdiction.” 

We did find some notes dated September 04, 1877 (possible error in date) that are typed here 

as the original would nor copy well: 

“…. Green City Protocol 

Sept. 4, 1877 

Positions                                                           

1. Mayor – Elmer Verigin (Possible Prime Minister) 

2. Relieving The Mayor – Irene Tamelin (Margaret) 

3. City Manager – Works Manager – Fred Voykin 

4. Dr. Probol – Mike Varabioff also in charge of Internal Affairs 

- Reports failure counsel decides to send Dr Probol on field courses. Place of Upgrading - Reckless Bitch- 
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- Must compare conditions of Reck Bitch to Green City 

                  All other positions will be studied and designated by Prime Minister Verigin and relieving Margaret, they will get               

together in secret and decide what position will be used. 

Adjournment by acclamation.  

Signed 

(not legible) 

PS 

9:04 corrections were made with Plotnikoff 

Transfer to Plotnikoff Residence …..” 

Comments by current transcriber (There was no list of attendants nor time of meeting noted).  

Edited March 08, 2023 by EWV 


